TRPLCE Comment Text Options in Campus Solutions

A list of grade replacement statuses is below, along with the related TRPLCE Comment Text (visible to staff only), screen shots of what staff see and additional information.

Eligible
TRPLCE Comment Text: M/D/YYYY: Grade Replacement eligible – Subject Catalog in term XXXX

If the student remains eligible after each evaluation, the comment will not be updated.

Ineligible (Change of Record)
TRPLCE Comment Text: M/D/YYYY: Grade Replacement ineligible – change of record (grading basis change, Z grade, degree posted, grade change, etc.)

We do not know which type of record change made the class ineligible. The list provided is static.

No Longer Evaluated (Student Dropped Class)
TRPLCE Comment Text: M/D/YYYY: Eligibility No Longer Evaluated – Student Dropped Class

No Longer Evaluated (Student Withdrew from Class)
TRPLCE Comment Text: M/D/YYYY: Eligibility No Longer Evaluated – Student Withdrew from Class
No Longer Evaluated (Student Opted Out)
TRPLCE Comment Text: M/D/YYYY: Eligibility No Longer Evaluated – Student Opted Out

Ineligible (Worse Grade)
TRPLCE Comment Text: M/D/YYYY: Grade Replacement not processed – Worse Grade

This comment will only occur after end-of-term processing has taken place. The student’s grade in the most recent attempt is worse than the previous attempt.